You just cannot fake purpose
An invitation to
examine yourself
and your company’s
purpose.

The rocky
road to selfdiscovery.
We spend one-third of our lives
at work. Between family and
sleep, we don’t often find time
for good causes, for good deeds,
or our missions of grandeur.
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mean something to us, more
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relationships with many of them,
it was built on the idea that
together this construction family
could build the exceptional. Build
it, they did!

life so that we can pursue through
our work goals that to them were

But today, our values have
changed; what people call
entitlement this generation calls
passion. Millennials and Gen Z
don’t look towards a business as
a clock-in clock out, checks in the
mail, and I am gone at five as
previous generations might have.
They need to know that what they

impossible to achieve.
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didn’t have the luxury that we have
been afforded to dig into how
their work impacted the world at
large. Instead, they focused on
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way based on human biology, not
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However, suppose you understand
and communicate your company
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from “the why.” You can tap into
people’s personality, what they
care about, what makes their gut
decisions after you’ve explained
all the values and functions of a
product; understanding your
company’s purpose is like finding
your north star. In that case, it will
guide you through perils and
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So, I invite you to examine
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self-discovery, not just for your

better.

sake but for ours.

Simon Sinek, author, and
inspirational speaker formed an
idea called the golden circle. It is
a model for businesses to reach
their customers better and sell
directly to them in an effective

• Would the world be worse off if
your business was never
created?
• Does your business add value to
the environment it lives in?

Designing competitive, brands and campaigns that build relationships.
If you have a company that’s looking to
go to the next level, contact us, and
write the new chapter of your story.
+ 1(914) 826 1103
r@rdlb.nyc

